
Aluform  Sidings 
High-quality elements for impressive façades.

 FAÇADE

Aluform sidings made of aluminium are suitable 
for use as cladding systems for ventilated rain-
screen façades.

The Aluform Siding system offers maximum flexibility 
for individual architectural designs with an outstand-
ing operating life and low maintenance costs. For the 
commercial and industrial construction sector, as 
well as residential construction, it is the best and a 
highly cost-effective structural system solution.

Thanks to our innovative production technologies, 
the Sidings can be produced curved or perforated, 
which enables a wide range of designs. It is possible 
to fit the Aluform Siding system to all standard fas-
tening substrates.

The separation of the system into insulation and 
weather protection sections creates a rear ventila-
tion level, which carries any moisture towards the 
outside. Even moisture that is diffused outside the 
building through the outer wall and insulation is re-
moved.

In case of high outdoor temperatures, the rear venti-
lation level also provides heat protection in the sum-
mer due to the continuous circulation of air. The rear 
ventilation of the Siding system, combined with a 
form of insulation, therefore creates a pleasant in-
door climate and prevents mould from forming in 
critical places and inside the building.

”NATURGEWALTEN“ [NATURAL FORCES]  
VISITOR CENTRE
Sylt, DE
Siding 25/250
JF Architekten
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Aluform Siding system  
product description

The system can be used for cladding walls and ceil-
ings, both indoors and outdoors – even with acoustic 
properties, if necessary. The system can be installed 
in vertical, diagonal and horizontal direction.

We produce Sidings with cover widths of 200– 500 in 
50 mm increments standard. Special widths are op-
tional. The visible area of the Siding can have various 
designs: smooth (standard), macro-lined or micro- 
lined. Another variant is an edge formation with a 
modified shape, which allows a façade design with 
a shadow joint.

All Aluform Sidings can be produced optional with 
bended edges. These bended edges reduce the abil-
ity to look inside the Sidings and provide a high-qual-
ity optical joint. The Sidings can also be supplied with 
perforated visible surface. 

Benefits

 + a wide range of options
 + high flexibility
 + weatherproof
 + any installation direction possible
 + ideal for renovation work
 + low maintenance costs
 +  construction supports optimum  

indoor climate
 +  can be fixed to any conventional  

substructure
 + lightweight
 + compatible with Aluform FM susbstructure system

+
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